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DAVID CLARK, CEO of CMS wind, has experience
monitoring and analyzing wind turbines from 200 kW to
megawatt-class units, and from several OEMs. In addition, he
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markets, such as nuclear power, steel mills, and mining. Clark
frequently writes for Windpower Engineering & Development.
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SCOTT A. EATHERTON has worked in the wind industry
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construction QC manager, technical trainer, gearbox
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the AGMA 6006 WTG gearbox standards committee in 1994.
scott.eatherton@icloud.com
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KARL FATRDLA has a degree in Mechanical Engineering from
the Technical University in Vienna, Austria. He started out in the
automotive industry as a Project Manager, and even received

GROSS

PMI standards. In 2008, he joined the wind industry as a Director
of Sales for Eastern Europe at Vestas. He’s since moved to
Switzerland for ROMO Wind, and is now Head of Sales as part
of the company’s young and dynamic wind team based at the
entities for ROMO Wind in all major European countries.

MCNICHOLS HEIDENREICH

JUSTIN FORBES is Director of Marketing and Business

earned his MBA from Duke University, and a B.S. in mechanical
engineering from the University of California San Diego.
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LARRY FREEMAN
Business Development Manager, where he oversees the
Asset Administration Development for Wind and Solar O&M

ROTH MURALIDHARAN

was the Regional Manager for Solar O&M Operations,
overseeing over 775 MW of solar assets across the U.S. and
energy and operations and maintenance. He has a Bachelor
of Arts from the Ohio State University.

SADLER

ALAN GROSS is President of AMG Bolting Solutions, an industrial
bolting supply company. His passion is helping plant managers,
MRO specialists, and business owners in nearly every industrial
vertical market across the United States and Canada, achieve cost
savings by improving employee safety and lower downtime.

ZHANG

DAVE HEIDENREICH has 50 years experience improving
drive systems in industrial machinery. He founded PT Tech
in 1978 and has developed unique torque control solutions,
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of the world’s most extreme machinery. Heidenreich has 27
patents and, since 2010, has focused on solving transient load
problems in wind turbines. dheidenreich@pttech.com
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COLIN MCNICHOLS, a Senior Design Engineer, joined
experience at General Electric. He has a degree in Mechanical
Engineering from the University of Wisconsin–Madison, and a
master’s in Mechanical Engineering from the Georgia Institute
of Technology. McNichols’ most recent work has been on
wind-turbine gearboxes, with a focus on structural component
design and analysis. He specializes in mechanical engineering
support of the Romax InSight product, including borescope
inspection, vibration monitoring, design and prototyping of
EMIL MOROZ has a deep understanding of wind energy from
a system perspective, derived from roles in research, industry,
development, operations, and consulting since 1992. Among
other achievements, he has developed the site suitability
evaluation process for two OEMs, played a pivotal role in the
technology related patents. emoroz@att.net
SHYLESH MURALIDHARAN is the Global Product Manager
at Schneider Electric, focused on building products for
real-time weather data analytics integration into energy
industry applications. He believes that weather-based
decision support systems will play a major role in making
the energy infrastructure of the future smarter and
climate-resilient. Muralidharan has more than 14 years of
worldwide experience in product management, consulting,
energy systems, and sustainability. A System Design and
Management fellow from MIT, Muralidharan has a bachelor’s
degree in Mechanical Engineering and a MBA from
University of Mumbai, India.
BRIAN ROTH received a B.S. degree in Electrical and
Computer Engineering from California Polytechnic University
of Pomona. He has worked in a variety of engineering roles,
and is currently the Marketing Product Engineer for industrial
networking devices at Antaira Technologies.
DUSTIN J. SADLER has 16 years of mechanical design
engineering experience, including co-inventor of
AeroTorque’s WindTC RTD device. He brings knowledge and
and generation along with project management to aid in the
creation of this technical document. dsadler@aerotorque.com
DR. ZHIWEI ZHANG is VP of Engineering for InSight, and he
is responsible for Romax’s InSight business in North America.
He joined Romax in 2008, and led dynamic analysis and
design work for multiple wind-turbine gearboxes.
Dr. Zhang spent three years working in Asia, mainly on
gearbox design and testing projects, and began work in the
U.S. in 2014. His technical focus is drivetrain re-engineering
and refurbishment, RCA, etc. Dr. Zhang has a PhD on
dynamics from Loughborough University in the UK.
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A better anemometer gives more accurate
wind measurements and monitoring

A

lthough intended to measure wind
speeds, conventional anemometers
often provide imprecise data. On a wind
turbine, these devices are mounted on
the nacelle behind the rotor. But this placement
can provide distorted measurements because of
potential for wind effects from the rotor and nacelle.
This makes attaining accurate wind speed, direction,
and turbulence intensity measurements next to
impossible. Reliable detection of yaw misalignment
and performance monitoring are important for
gaining insight into the wind, which is key to
Fortunately, a new ultrasonic device is available
that can measure wind parameters that until now have
Spinner Anemometer (iSpin) measures wind speed and
yaw misalignment in all wind sectors, and can increase the
energy output of turbines by measuring and correcting
yaw errors. iSpin sensors measure wind reaching the
turbine at the spinner — where the wind hits the rotor. As
such, the sensors can provide precise information about
wind speeds, air pressure, and temperature.
The design
iSpin consists of three specially designed ultrasonic wind
sensors installed at the front of a turbine, where the wind

effect (slowing of the wind) caused by the turning rotor
symmetrical spinner body. These effects are predictable
and correctable by means of calibration.
Simultaneous measurement of precise wind
turbulence intensity at the point of impact with the
rotor are unique features of this system, not currently
available from other anemometers on the market.
By detecting even small changes in power curves,
iSpin can verify performance optimization measures
applying vortex generators), and provide a continuous
reliable performance monitoring.
In a recent R&D project, together with the utility
Vattenfall and the Technical University of Denmark
wind met mast to demonstrate that it can measure

when assessing the power curve of a wind turbine.
The iSpin power curve of the investigated turbine

The wind farm
equipment on the other turbines at the site (unrelated

function means it can transfer to other wind turbines
without major losses to measurement data or quality.
Through comparison measurements with a met mast
showed an ability to measure wind speeds accurately
Anemometer comparisons took place on a Vattenfall’s wind
farm with this turbine arrangement.
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Wind-speed correlation graphs

Wind-speed correlation graphs
The test

Linear calibration of wind speeds for the
high and low wind speeds only, and not the
induction of the rotor. (Step 1)

Non-linear calibration by the methods of bins
calibration, as described in IEC 61400-12-2.
(Step 2)

Power curves in undisturbed wind sectors

Sensor calibration

Comparison of wind measurement methods

Forward looking wind measurement
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Comparison of power curves in the undisturbed wind sector

(once determined for the turbine type based
on a calibration with an IEC-compliant met
mast) can reliably transfer to other wind
turbines of the same type.
Full-range power curves
In contrast to met-mast and
nacelle-based LiDAR systems,
the spinner anemometer has
an ability to measure the
correct wind at hub height and
in wake conditions. Forwardmeasuring devices, such as
met masts or LiDARs face a
challenge, especially in wake
effects: the measured wind speed cannot
be considered free wind speed (which
becomes deteriorated from the turbine in
front) and, therefore, are not comparable in
non-free wind sectors.
But iSpin wind measurements
have proven much less prone to
deteriorations from these influences.
Why? The calibration procedure with an
IEC-compliant met mast first stores the
information on a flat site that’s undisturbed
by obstacles (and stored in the iSpin
controller). So, whenever iSpin is applied
to the same turbine type in more complex
terrain or higher winds, it is measured in
the wake of the stored calibration factors.
The transfer function then translates wind
hitting the spinner into “free wind.” This
explains why iSpin can also determine
power curves and turbine performance
information in all wind sectors.
For this measurement, power curves
for the reference turbine were calculated
including data from all wind directions.
For illustrative purposes, the met mast and
LiDAR results are shown (in Comparison
between wind measurement methods in
all wind sectors), however, wind-speed
measurements are misleading when a
turbine or the met mast is in wake of
another turbine.
By comparing the iSpin power curve
with all wind sectors to the IEC-compliant
met-mast power curve using only the free

Note: “Wind sectors” refers to the fact that following the
IEC standard, it’s only possible to measure power curves in
so called “free wind sectors” or “undisturbed wind sectors,”
which need to be bare of any obstacle in the 2.5 RD distance
from the turbines. So, each wind direction that does have
an obstacle (such as trees, buildings, or other wind turbines
nearby) must be excluded. Usually the 360° wind rose is
segmented in 12 sectors with 30° each. The free wind speed
range for this project was determined with 101° to 229°
(south-east-east to south-south-west, approximately).

Comparison with other turbines: Undisturbed wind sectors only

Comparison between wind measurement methods in all wind sectors

Forward looking wind measurement

Local wind measurement

Comparison of power curves in the undistributed wind sector graph). Note the nacellebased anemometer was excluded because of high uncertainties.
To demonstrate the reliability of the transfer function of iSpin, it was essential to
carefully and accurately employ the calibration factors and transfer function from the
reference turbine to other turbines of the same type at the wind farm. The results of
this comparison clearly showed that the iSpin transfer function and calibration factors
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sector demonstrates the unique capabilities of the iSpin system.
The spinner anemometer’s power curve does not materially
alter when measuring wind speeds in all wind sectors.
In much the same way as for measurements in the
undisturbed wind sectors, it’s essential that the transfer function
calibrated was reliable enough to be transferred to other
turbines of the same type. W
For further reading
i
Refer to http://romowind.com/en/knowledgecentre/#performancemonitoring for detailed information on the
test set-up.
See K-alpha calibration method in http://romowind.
com/media/Calibration-of-a-spinner-anemometer-for-yawmisalignment_we.1798.pdf
ii

Now, DEUBLIN offers electrical
slip rings as well for transmittal
of electrical signals and/or
power into the rotating hub
assembly.

Download the New
Wind Energy Catalog @
www.Deublin.com/catrequest

In regard to the LiDAR deviation, refer to the
explanations given in http://romowind.com/en/knowledgecentre/#performancemonitoring
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DEUBLIN has the been the
leading supplier of hydraulic
unions for hydraulic pitch control
of wind turbines for years.
DEUBLIN unions have a proven
track record of reliability and
endurance in installations across
the globe.

ONLINE ORDERING AVAILABLE NOW!
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Hydraulic Unions
and Slip Rings for
Wind Turbines
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